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Ioteo 

[Contributions in the form of notes or discussions should be sent to John A. 
Scott, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.] 

THE GOOSE AND THE DOG IN HOMER 

Agnes M. Clerke's Familiar Studies in Homer is a well-known and 
deservedly popular guide to the understanding of many phases of early epic 
poetry. 

Miss Clerke is an enthusiastic supporter of the cultural disagreements 
between the Iliad and the Odyssey, and the most pronounced of these differ- 
ences she finds in the changed position of the goose and the dog. "That the 
bird [the goose] occurs only tame in the Odyssey, and only wild in the Iliad, 
constitutes a distinction between the poems which can scarcely be without 
real significance" (p. 129). Geese are referred' to but three times in the Iliad 
and twice in the Odyssey. In both the passages in the Odyssey the geese are 
referred to as attacked by an eagle, so that in P 460, the phrase "as an 
eagle rushing after geese," W; 7' alyvrruds .AE= Xy3va, denotes the same thing 
as that pictured in the Odyssey, and seems to refer as there to tame geese. 
If the reference is to tame geese, the whole distinction at once collapses. 
However, the author under her discussion of geese, page 129, assumes that 
geese were domesticated "for the purposes of diversion," that is for pets or 
display; hence the assumption that the unity of authorship demands that 
the Greeks should have taken to Troy flocks of tame geese solely for the joy 
of their society. I can think of nothing that an army hard put to find space 
for most necessary baggage would be less likely to take along than a flock of 
pet geese. 

As to dogs she is most emphatic and tries to argue that the dog was a 
despised beast in the Iliad, a cherished companion in the Odyssey. She says, 
page 61: "To the bigoted believers in an indivisible Homer, the fact is, no 
doubt, of most perplexing import, and we leave them to account for it as best 
they may: but to the impartial inquirer it affords at once a clue and an illumi- 
nation. For the Epic of Troy is not more sharply characterized by canine 
antipathy than the song of Ulysses by canine sympathy. More effectually 
than the most elaborate arguments of the Separatists this innate disparity 
of sentiment appears to shiver the long contested unity of Homeric author- 
ship." It must be remembered that the dogs of the Iliad were dogs which 
haunted an army camp, scavenger dogs, while the dogs in the Odyssey were 
the companions of shepherds or of hunters. 

It is the fact that bodies left unburied were devoured by dogs which 
Miss Clerke finds so characteristic of the Iliad and so unlike the love for that 
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animal shown in the Odyssey. It is true that few dead bodies are left unburied 
in the Odyssey, but dogs filled the same gruesome task, for the poet says, 
y 259: "Had Menelaus found Aegisthus alive on his return, then dogs had 
devoured him as he lay on the plain," and Eumaeus, the swineherd ( I132), 
fears dogs may have torn the body of Odysseus. 

The fact that Patroclus was followed to his pyre by two of his pet dogs, 
so that their master might not be left entirely alone, shows an affectionate 
regard for dogs quite as tender as anything found in the Odyssey. 

The presumed high place of esteem held by dogs in the Odyssey, despite 
the old dog Argus, is a pure and a false presumption, since Odysseus, when 
he wished to hurl the worst possible epithet at the vicious Melantho, shouted, 
"thou dog!" Kciov, o 338, and Penelope made a like use of the same word to 
the same person 7 91. When Odysseus revealed himself to the suitors as the 
avenger of his outraged home and of the wrongs they had wrought, he called 
them "dogs!" X 35. 

Even if Miss Clerke thought the difference in feeling for the dog "shivers 
the long contested unity of Homeric authorship," there is absolutely no 
difference and she could hardly have read the Odyssey without finding that 
her position was utterly untenable. 

JoHN A. ScoTT 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
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